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Abstract. Websites today have static and dynamic contents that concern many 
people about the performance. People will leave or not returning the website 
because of loading time that is taking too long. One way to speed up a website 
access is by utilising web applications using Varnish cache. Varnish will store 
static content from a website in the memory. Static data is data that changes 
infrequently or rarely updated. A front end for web administrators was built for 
Varnish application so that the configuration can be done easily. The 
configuration that will be simplified through the front end of this Varnish 
application is detecting SQL injection and Cross Site Scripting (XSS), block 
files and folders, HTTP header manipulation, detects the original file whether it 
is deleted or blocked and error handling configuration. The front end 
application is implemented on Linux platform. Varnish application was tested 
using ApacheBench where the number of requests from the client and the 
response time become the main parameters of the test. 
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1 Introduction 

Fast access to websites is everyone's demand at this time. Website visitors leave the 
website when loading is too long. Websites often have additional content that do not 
support the main information of the website. This additional content will slow down 
the access to the website. On a website there are static and dynamic content. Static 
content is content that is updated infrequently or rarely changes. Dynamic content is 
content that is frequently updated or there is always a change. Static content such as 
header, sidebar and footer while dynamic content such as news content, gallery or 
video. The static content can be stored in a memory so that dynamic content data 
access to the server faster. The data stored in this memory will speed up static content 
access on the website so that if a user visits a lot and load dynamic content, server 
access data will be lighter. 

Another thing that becomes a problem is if the main server where the data stored is 
far from the location of a visitor. The time required to transfer the necessary data will 
be longer. The data in this memory is needed to accelerate the transfer of this data. 
For example, someone has a web server in the U.S., but the majority of website 
visitors are from Indonesia. Data access will be a little longer because the web server 
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3 Research Model and Hypotheses 

3.1 System Analysis 

Varnish that has been installed can be accessed via the default port 80. Varnish will 
be at the front end admin so that requests data going through Varnish will be checked 
first before heading to Apache. Request a stateless data will be managed by Varnish 
while stateful data request will be returned to Apache. If there is a request then the 
request will be checked by Varnish whether it is already cached. If not cached, then 
requests will be forwarded to the Apache. If there is a page-request it will weigh on 
the performance of Apache. Varnish will assist in arranging Apache request the same 
page with the system cache in-memory store. The system after using Varnish can be 
seen in Figure 3: 

 

Fig. 3. System after using Varnish 

The analysis test bed is to separate static and dynamic content to decide which part 
of the web to be cached by Varnish. The separation needs to be done manually by the 
web administrator. 
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Table 1. Varnish benchmark test 

seconds ctime dtime ttime wait id us

4 1401248565 0 1 1 1 1 

4 1401248565 0 2 2 2 2 

4 1401248565 0 2 2 2 3 

4 1401248565 0 3 3 3 4 

4 1401248565 8 2 11 1 5 

4 1401248565 8 2 11 2 6 

4 1401248565 8 2 11 2 7 

4 1401248565 8 2 11 2 8 

4 1401248565 8 3 11 2 9 

4 1401248565 8 3 11 3 10

4 1401248565 9 2 11 2 11

4 1401248565 8 3 11 3 12

Fig. 5. Benchmarking Varnish 
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The table above is shown as figure in Figure 5: 
The longest response time on the 300 users configuration without using Varnish is 

11047ms compared to 1087ms with using Varnish. 
The remaining tests with various numbers of concurrent users and requests showed 

similar conditions from Figure 5. 
Varnish has a built-in script feature called VCL (Varnish Configuration Language) 

for making its configuration and also a security feature to prevent XSS (Cross Site 
Scripting). 

5 Conclusion 

The evaluation showed that Varnish is accepted significantly on static contents of 
websites. Not very useful for websites which have frequent updates or very dynamic 
content changes. Varnish still need cache clearing mechanism to delete cached 
contents in order to retrieve updated content after a period of time. It can also be 
concluded that Varnish is very recommended to implement on large scale web servers 
with high concurrency load. 
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